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Father’s Day Gifts for Dads  
Who Love the Outdoors

 
(StatePoint) Those who love to camp, hike and fish are

always in need of equipment -- and Father’s Day is the best
time to gift outdoor-loving dads all the items that they need
or want for their next big adventure.

Here are some top gift ideas for Dad:
Walkie Talkies

When one is in the great outdoors, he may not have
mobile phone reception. But when straying from the camp
site, keeping in touch becomes even more important. Two
way radios may be an old technology, but they can keep
campers connected to one another even when new
technology can’t.

Generator
Keep Dad powered up during camping trips, RV

adventures and tailgating parties with an inverter generator.
Inverter technology makes it quieter than traditional
camping generators, perfect for the peace and tranquility of
natural surroundings. For quieter power that’s safe enough
for sensitive electronics, powerful enough for most RV air
conditioners, and portable, check out the P3000
PowerSmart Series Inverter Generator by Briggs &
Stratton. Carrying handles and a telescoping handle make it
easy to take where the fun is. Plus, the on-board StatStation
display will keep Dad informed about power use, run time
and maintenance reminders, so there are no surprises on the
trip.

Also be sure to operate this product only outside far
away from windows, doors and vents to reduce the risk of
carbon monoxide gas from accumulating and potentially

being drawn towards occupied spaces.
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Cookout Comfort

Make cookouts and fireside chats more comfortable for
your dad. Innovative camping chairs can now be as plush
as a sofa, with all the portability of their traditional
counterparts. From rocking camping chairs to double wide
chairs to those with ergonomic armrests and canopies, you
can help make relaxation time truly relaxing.

This Father’s Day, consider beefing up Dad’s collection
of gear, just in time for camping season.
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